DNA Migrates With Language
As languages migrate from Russian and of Indigenous Russia they evolve.
In this region which I live the first people into the area would be the Zuñi (Y-DNA QM242), where 'ñ ' is of the Spanish. They are ancestors of people which built stone
houses. These people live in individualized communities called Pueblos, and speak
which speak individualized languages. Though there are people more migratory of
their Q-242 Y-DNA, their language spread in America much further, like Russian is
infused into Russian indigenous population further west into Asia.
Next people into my region, are the Athabaskan, Navajo (Y-DNA C-M217 Cossack)
The Athabaskan, was once a know language in Alaskan, which indigenous
populations are leaning towards the English language. People have a tendency to
gravitate towards a single language. During WWII many Jewish refugee scientists
of various languages, gravitated towards Los Alamos (Spanish for trees, had forest
fires burned it in 2000) , New Mexico, for the Manhattan Project, to scientists their
language is from the Arabs, it is mathematics.
As then and now since scientists and genealogists have to share and put together
information, the information is not kept secret for long. Knowledge is what nations
state have for nuclear weapons, it was the infrastructure of nation pitching in which
built the bomb. Pluto discovered by a backyard scientist, was turn into plutonium,
but a method developed in Berkeley, California, where an electrical engineer of
Polish descent built the first Apple computer they still call 'The Woz'.
They squeezed plutonium in New Mexico, and my hometown of Gallup, New Mexico
could see the light from this fission experiment hundreds of kilometers away. This
is the detonator for fusion of H to make He in Russia, as determined by the science
of measuring the vibrations of the earth it produced.
One they put and Armstrong (Purdue, IN engineer) on the moon towards the end of
moon landings a New Mexico geologist from Harvard core drilled the moon. They
saw that Harvard got to step on the moon. With the Challenger blow-up, they did
not listen to the engineer about o rings, they silenced him, and sent up a socialstudies teacher. So of these social-studies teachers are not scientists, but can be
identified as calling people liars and silencing free speech.
She was educated in Framington, MA where my Elliot family got started building a
mill dam, which can be seen in north Framington, now called Saxonville. MA, USA.
Being a teacher myself and of engineers. By doing the research, and owning three
dotcoms, in order for social-studies people to be correct over a scientist is to silence

him. Changed the model so the silences could create their own deception. When
you negate that which is based on genetic science and genealogy, by properly
documenting like in a lab book, without documentation which supersedes, you are
creating your own deceptions. Therefore it would be greater honor to be thought of
as a bigger liar than Richard Nixon to the nation of the USA.
The Hispanic, Spanish speakers came to this region. Then the USA English speekers,
the Mormons first, which the Navajo like they brought horses and did not drink
alcohol, plus the Mormons consider indigenous Americans as a tribe of Israel.
Though most Americans consider speaking English as being American, most
Americans including Donald Trump's red headed mother from the Scotland, Gaelic
speaking, English is not their ancestral language my Elwald-Elliott line with it's
Anglo-Saxon comes closest. Also there are elements in written Russian found in the
English language. Such as from left to right, not like Chinese, Arabic, or Hebrew.
The surname Scott, means being of the Gaelic speakers contains O & T where the C
& K are interchangeable in English. DNA migrates with language, and the J-M172 of
the surname Scott-Martin (bird) – Wilk (wolf) migrates as pagan Anglo-Saxon from
the Russian speakers into America. The Athabaskan, of the Navajo-Apache, migrate
from indigenous people of the Cossack, across Russia into Alaskan to Arizona-New
Mexico, the Apache were into Mexico. The language spoken is of the Athabaskan of
Alaska, which is also called Apachean.
DNA migrates from Russia(n) going west into the Americans, and indigenous going
east into the Americans, where the Y-DNA Q-M242 languages are indigenous to
America, the Athabaskan-Apachean Y-DNA C-M217 is of indigenous Russian, and
the Germanic languages of the Americans have the Russian in them, which migrated
to the west. Some of these people would be of the Jewish J-M172, like the
Montgomery and Scott, the Graham of J-M267 English south side of Scottish Anglo
Border.
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